GLOSSARY

A-UT: All Union Treaty

AFP: Agence France-Presse

Baltic Republics or Baltics: Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia

CC: Central Committee, an organ of the CPSU

CDSP: Current Digest of the Soviet Press (Ohio)

Cf.: compare

CIS: Commonwealth of Independent States

COM: Council of Ministers

CPD: Congress of People's Deputies

CPSU: Communist Party of the Soviet Union

CSCE: Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe

EC: European Community

ed.: edited

edn.: edition

FYP: Five Year Plan

GATT: General Agreements on Tariffs and Trade

IEC: Inter-Republican Economic Committee

KGB: Committee for State Security

KRWE: Keesing's Record of World Events (New Jersey)

p./pp.: page number/s

RSFSR: Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic. New name, Russian Federation
RSP: Reprints from the Soviet Press (New York)
SCSE: State Committee for the State of Emergency
SS: Supreme Soviet
SWB: Summary of World Broadcasts (Reading, England: BBC Monitoring Service)
UN: The United Nations
USA: United States of America